Proposal to Unicode,

I would like, if it is possible, that Unicode makes D ã Œ ų overposed decompoundable letters, provided by Mister Rick McGowan, to be precomposed letters; and to support the public international phonemic alphabet, by using the 37 phonemic letters, for the phones distributed on the 40 phonemic categories for each language, with Microsoft, Apple, IBM, Google, the transphonemation of languages.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/150590640

http://www.zhoroscop.wordpress.com

Cristian Bodor
To Unicode,

There is also the precomposed Ḑ ḑ, D d with tilde that appear as comma in different font styles, in the international phonemic alphabet the D d comma precomposed letter is the standard if it could be made please, the decomposable letter being D, d:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D

The Romanian Academy made with Unicode the comma letters Ş ş, Ţ ţ, the standard; the nonstandard being Ş ş the letter with cedilla bellow, Ţ ţ the letter with cedilla bellow that appear as comma in some font styles:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T-comma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cedilla

The public international phonemic alphabet can change the spelling with Unicode.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/150590640
http://www.zhoroscop.wordpress.com

Cristi